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[SENATE,]

Ex. Doc,
No. 19.

REPORT
OF

THE SEC .RETARY OF WAR.
CO.MMUNICATINn,

ln answer to .a resolution of the Senate, the report ~f Lieutenant Wli-pple'' s expedition;from San Diego to tlw Colorado.
F,EBRUARY

1, 1851.

Ordered to be printed.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, January 31, 1851.
Sm: In compliance with the resolution of the Senate of the 20th instant, l have the hon0r to transmit to you a copy of the report of the
~xpedition from San Diego to the Coloradu, by Lieutenant Whipple, of
the corps of topographical engineers.
With great respect, your obedient servant,
C. M. CONRAD,
·/
Secretary '!f War.
Hon. WM. R. KING,
President of tke Senatf!.

BCRE.lU 01" TOPOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERS,

fVas!iington, January 31, 1851.
Sm: I have the honor to submit a copy of a report of an expedition
from San Diego to the Colorado, by Lieutenant Whipple, corps topographical engineers, called for by a resolution of the Senate of the 20th
instant.
Respectfully., sir, your obedient servant,
J. J. ABERT,
Colonel Corps Topog1'aphical Engineers.
Hon. C. M. CoNRAD,
Secretary of Department of War.
.
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Extract from a journal of an r,.r:pedition from San Diego, Calffornia, t(J
the R,o Oolorado,fr01n September 11 to Decemher 11, 1849, by A. W.
WltipJJle, Lieutenant United States Topographical Engineers.
Haviug engaged Tomaso as guide and Indian interpreter, on the 11th
day of September, 1849, we statted from the mission of San Diego for
the junction of the Rio Gila with the Colorado.
Tomaso is chief of ,the tribe of Indians called Llegeenos, or Diegeenos.
Whether this was their original appellation, or th~y were so named by the
Franciscans from San Diego, the principal mission among them, I could
not learn. According to Tomaso, his tribe uumbers about 8,800 persons,
all speaking the same language, and occupying the territory from San
Luis Rey to Agua Caliente. 'I111ey possess no arms, and are very_ pe~ceable. Crimes, he says, are punished-theft apd bigamy by wh1pprng,
and murder by death. They profess the greatest reverence for the churc~
of Rome, and, glorying in a Christian name, look with disdain upon t~err
Indian neighbor$ of the desert and the Rio Colorado, calling them rmse•
rable gentiles.
.
'rhe mission of San Diego, about five miles from the town and ten
from the plaza of San Diego, is a large pile of adobe buildings, now deserted and partly in ruins. There remains an old Latin library, and the
chapel walls are yet covered with oil paintings, some of which possess
considerable merit. In front there is a large vineyard, where not only
delicious grapes, but olives, figs, and other fruits, are produced abundan tly.
In the days of their prosperity, for many miles around, the valleys and
plains were covered with cattle and horses belonging to this mission; _and
, the padres boasted that their yearly increase was greater than the Indians
could possibly steal. But in California the sun of their glory is set forever. Near by stand the thatched huts of the Indians, formerly serfs or
peons - now the sole occupants of the mission grounds. They are indolent and filthy, with more of the vices acquired from the whites than of
the virtues supposed to belong to their race. Some of them live to a great
age, and one old woman, said to be far advanced on her second century,
looks like a shrivelled piece of parchment, and is visited as a curiosity.
Many of these Indians, men, women, and children, assembled on the
bank of the stream, apparently to witness the novelty of a military procession. But a pack of cards was produced; and, seating themselves
upon the ground to a game of monte, they were so absorbed in the amusement as to seem unconsciou of our departure.
Our route leads over steep hills, uncultivated and barren excepting a
~ew fields _of_w ild-o~ts . Jo t!ees;. no water in sight from the tirfe of ~eavmg the f!llS~10n until we ag~m stnke the valley of the river -of San D1~go,
half a mile from Santa Mo111ca, the rancheria of Don Miouel de Pedenna,
now ~ccnpied . by b1is fath~r in-law, the prefect of San °Diego, Don Jose
~ntomo B ted1llo . The hill -tops are white with a coarse qnartzose granite, but a we approached the rancho of Don Miouel the foliage of the
t!·ees that fringe the bank of the Rio San Diego f~rmed an agreeable relief to the laud _·cai,e, Here the river contains a little running water;
~t bef~re reac~rng the mi ion it disappears from the surface, and at San
Diego 1s two leet below the bed of shining micaceous sand. Maize,
wh •at , barley, _v getabl~ , melon , grapes, and other fruits, are now pro•
duced upon th1 ranch m abundance . With irrigation the soil and cli-
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mate are suitable for the cultivation of most of the productions of the globe.
But the mansion -houses of such great estates in California are wretched
dwellings, with mud walls and thatched roofs. The well-trodden earth
forms the floor; and;although wealth abounds, with many luxuries, few
of the convenie111ces and comforts of life seem known. From fifty to one
hu.ndred Indians are employed on this r:mch in cultivati11g the soil, doing
the menial household service, and attending to the flocks and herds.
Their pay is a mere trifle, and Sundays are allowed to them for holiday
amusements-attend_ing mass, riding, gaming, drinking.
1
September 13.-- From. Santa Monica to Santa Maria, five and a half
leagues., the steep hillsides , showed scarcely the vestige of a road, ana.
night overtook us mid way. For the first leagtie we follow a cafiada,
through which extends a row of live-oaks, with here and there a pool of
water. ·We cross a range of barren hills and pass a ravine with magnificent oaks, a little grass, and indications of water. .Another ridge brings
us into a valley rendered beautiful by a liberal sprinkling of wide spreading oaks, and a iong winding ancl gradual descent leads to a w9oded
glen, where the thick foliage of intertwining branches throws a shade
over a spring of limpid water, and seems inclined to shield from
mortal reyes a treasure sacred to the sylvan deity. But here the road was
bad, and as, we cut the trees to mend the way it seemed like sacrilege.
Another~ league, with here and there a tree, brings us to Santa Maria.
This is the rancho of the hospitable Don Jose Maria Martin Ortega. It
lies in a fertile basin many miles in extent, and contains an excellent
mineral spring. The moimtaias surronnding are covered with bleached
masses of coarse granite, and the principal ranges have a general direction
from north west to southeast.

Ranclto d~ Santa Maria, September 15, 1849.
9 a.

,n.

Barometer, Green's
syphon - 29. 7l3 in.
Attached ther., F ., bi 0
Detached ther., F ., 8i0

12 tit.

3p. m.

6p. m.

28.719 in.
86°.5
86°.5

28.681 in.
83°.5

28 .633 in.
67° 5 "
67°.5

g40

Magnetic inclination, as determined by observations with Fox's magnetic dip circle, 58° .42.
Magnetic intensity,---.
September 16.-The preceding night has been very cool, and the
thermometer at sunrise stands at 50°.5 Fahrenheit.
Finding the spring-water warm, the thermometer was immersed, and
immediately rose to 70° .5, twenty degrees mgher than the temperature
of the surrounding atm0sphere. Tne water is highly impregnated with
sulphur, but clear and delicious to the taste. Large bubbles of gas are
constantly rolling to the surface of the spring from the moving sand below.
. Pursing our journey, we were surprised to find pools of water standing
m the road, although there had been no rain, probably, for months.' The
road crosses the basin, and for several leagues sweeps along pretty little
valleys, with patches of grass and trees. This day brought to view the
cottonwood, or alamo. It so much resembles the Lombardy poplar, as at
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. first to be mistaken for it.

Found much feldspar, containing crystals of
garnet and tmmaline.
As we approach Santa Isabel, which is seven and a half leagues from
Santa Maria, a change comes over the face of the country. Nature appears more smiling; the. valleys teem with grass, and the oaks, though
· small, are creeping from the cafiadas to tlie hill--sides.
Santa Isabel is a charming spot, surrounded ~y gentle hills, and wa!ered by a rapid and uever-failing mountain stream. It,-was a flourish1~g
place during the prosperity of Catholic missions in California. There strll
remain the ruins of a church, apd mud walls of other dilapidated houses .
A collection of ·miserable straw huts serve as a home for about three bun. dred Indians, who, _from having been the slaves of the priests, appear t?
have succeeded to the inheritance. They irrigate their fields and cultivate maize, wheat, and barley . . ·Their vineyard is very flourishing; the
most delicious grapes are in great abundance; peaches, figs, and apples
are beginning to ripe1~; while- we feast upon melons and pears. Manr of
these Indians are shrewd and evidently not wanting in natur~l capacity,
but they are in that stage of civilization in which man seems most degraded. "rhey have acquired a knowledge of and a taste for the v)c~s of
t he oppressors of their race, but know nothing of the ·fo·tues which might
serve as au antidote. Now that they are freed from bondage to the F~anciscans, and from th.e equally exacting Spaniards, it remains for the Umted
States to render that freedom a true blessing by establishing among them
schools where they may be taught their duties as Christian.s and as men .
'rheir ideas upon religion are few and simple: there is a God in heaven ;
their tribe, and all who have been marked with the sign of the cross, are
Christians, and when they die they will go to the happy regions; all others
aTe gentiles and outcasts from heaven.
The geological formation · here consists of qnartzose granite, micaschist, talcose-schist, with turmaline and hornblende: some indicatio11 s
of metal. Silver is said to exist in this vicinity; bllt where, the Indians
pretend not to know.
Dr. Parry thinks he felt the shock of an earthquake this evening.
1

S anta Isabel, S'eptember 17, 1849.
9 a. m.

Green's syphon barometer, o.222, 27 232 in.
Attached ther., F., 70° .5
Detached thn., F., 74°

12m.

3p. m.

27.256 in.
84°.5
s1°

27.253 in.
86°
86°

6 p. ,n. -

27.189 in.
71°.5
710

On the morning of September 18th we took an early start, and, as the
sl ort cut of sixteen miles to San Felipe is not passable for wagons, we
proceeded in a northerly direction towards Warner's ranch. 1,he valleys
throagh which our route leads are really charming for California. Th e
gr?ves of oak~ are filled with birds of song, and morning is made joyous
with the nms1c of the lark and blackbird.
Having traversed the long valley of Warner's ranch , eight miles from
Sant~ I sabel, we struck the much travelled emigrant road, leading from
the Colorado to El Pueblo de los Angeles. In a ravine of superb o~ks
we stopped to gather grapes, for here is an Indian village, a mountam-
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s tTeam, and -a vineyard. Upon entering San Felipe, •twenty-six miles
from Santa Isab'el, we found several parties of emigrants, some of them
destitute of provisions. ,. 'rhey tell ~1s that npon the desert we shall fi nd
many in a condition bordering upon starvation. They also confirm the
re ports of the emigrants at San Diego, concerning the hostilities committed by the Indians at the mouth of the Rio Gila. One party ·pre-tended to have had a pitched battle with them, ,and showed an arrow
with which one man had been wounded. The number of the Yumas at ·
t he mouth of the Gila was estim~ted at 5,000; and it was fe'}red that
they would utterly destroy the emigrant parties in their rear.
,
The village at this place eontains probably fifty Indians, part of whom
are Oiegeenos, and acknowledge the autf10~·ity of Tomaso; the rest belong·
to the tribe of the desert ·called Como~yei, or Quemeya, speaking a different langnage, and totally ignorant of Spanish. ✓• To my surprise the
women were neatly · dressed' in calico frocks; and, notwithstanding the
streaks , of tar with which they paint their faces, some were quite good
looking. . The_ir zandias were ail "verdo," an~ they ha_d nothing else
1
sell. As a,t tµts place we take leave of the Llegeenos, 1t may be well torec~rd s~Lch words of their la~1gu~ge J;tS pave been gathered from Tomaso,
their chief, and others of their tribe:
_, ·

to.

· Diegeenos.

' English.
,

\

I

Mo-quue-hut•.. ~ ... '........ ..... : . .
Ah hut, or moolt.......... . . . . . .
Ay-cootchet........................
Seen. . .. . • • . . . . . . . . • • • . . • •. • . . • • .
Nile .............. ·..• .' ... ·• • . . . • .
Tile ....................., • • . . • . . . . .
Hamato... . . • . . • • . .. • • . . . • . . . . • • .
E s tar .••••• , ...• ; ........... ·. . . . .
W a. . • . . . .• • . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . • .

Horse.
Mule.
Man.
Woman .
Father..
Mother.
Body.
Head.
Face.

Hoo............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nose.
A-yon ...•••.. ·; .•...•.•..•.•.. : .
A-wuc ••••.•..••......•..•..... -.
Ah .............................
S ith'l .•...••..' ...................
A-sac'l ................. .. .......·.
Cu ,vis ......................... ·.
E-with'l .• : •.....••...•.•••....
Toon. • . • . . .. • . . . . . • . . . ; . . . . • . . .
Ha-meel-yay .......... : . . . . . • . . . • •
Hil-e-tar... . .• . • • • . . .. .. . • . . . . . . •
El-marn •....•.••....••...•...•.•
En-yat'l...................... . ..
Mat-in-yat'l......................
Hoon ................,............ : . . .
H an, or hanna •.•.......... ·.. ~. ·..
A -wah....... . • • .. .. • . . . • • • • . . .. . . •
Tayheeth, or cuchao... • • • • .. • • • • •

Eye.
Eyes.
Mouth.
Hand.
Fin.gers.
Arms.
Leg.
Knee.
Foot.
Hair.
Boy.
To day.
To-morrow.
-Night.
Good..
House.
Blanket.

6
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Diegeenos.

Apee-el •••••..••. : . .. ~ ._...•.. ,. . Hat.
Hine............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

One. /-

Ha wiic ...•......•••.............
Ha- 1n6ok ..•.....••.••...•..•' . • • •
Cha-pop.................... . . • .
Serapli ic .••.•..••... : ..••••••.••.
Coo quit'l-hue •....•.•••...•••••.
Iris coquit'l-hue...... .. . • • . . • . . • •
Pootivurris coo-qnit'l-hue ..........
N'yal .••....••.... I. ........••..
Poo. . . • • • . . • . . . • . • • • • . • • • • . • . . •
r;ra,va...... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
Pee .••.•••.•...•.••.•.•..•....•
N'ya-pee tawa .•••• ~... . . . • . • • . . •
Poo-ee -pia a...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Two
Three
Eour.
Five.
Money.

•

r

r:

He wants moDey.
I.

He.

Am.
Here.
I am here.
He was there.
Ach-a ma cha................. . . Fiuil.
Aha.............. • • . . . • . . . . . • • . Water.
Me-yert 'l. • . . . • • • . . . • • • • • . . • . • . . Bread.
As-a 6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'llo eat.
Ay-saie ................. ·. ......• To dri'nk.
Ha-ma-t'l ..••.....••......•....• Ear.
N'ya-aha -asay.... • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • l 'drink '\vater.
N'ya coquayo asa-ho... . . • . . . • . • . I eat 1ueat.
Quarquuc..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brandy.
Aser-meraye.... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 'ro be drnnk.
N'ya-quar-quac asee.............. I dJink rum.
e>muc'l, or omah o . . . . • . • . . . . . •. Nothiug.
Ho ................•.......••... Yes.
N'ya-hut-n'yay pilyay ........• ►• • l have a horse.
N'ya-hut-pour-y'ayo.............. I had a horse yesterday.
N'ya hnt-meton-yat'l-ninia •...••.. I shall have a horse to -morrow.
September 19.-Left San Felipe at 8 a. m. Trees and grass gave place
to rocks and sand. About two and a half leagnes from San Pelipe we
entered the dry bed of an arroyo, which traversed for uearly a league a
narrow winding ravioe, produced hy a fault in the mou11tains. The
width in ome places was ban-Jy snfficient to ad m.it the passage of our
wagons, while the perpendiculal' height of the rock, on either side, was ~t
lea t fifteen feet. The rock, at :6r t coar,e granite, with mmule of pedngal, pa sed into an indurated shale, talcose or mica slate; veins of C]Uartz.
were tiJl numeron .
.Encamped at El Puerto, three and a half leagues from San Felipe,.
where we found springs of water, a little gra s, but no wood. Here were
many emigrants, who gave the same dreary account of the desert as was
_/

'According to T nma!lo , the D1ee ee110 huve b•H fi ~e numerals, 111 ho )l.h others nf the tril>e gnve
me, hra11atiri~l y, ten, viz: h111c, hawoc, hHmook, ti&y-1 op, hucklt- ·i,ka)O, aun,hook> scrap,
so.hook, cb1phook, and yamat, apparemly er1011eol.lsly takt.n frno, lhe Yun1!lll.
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told us last night-; much sand, and no grass. One of tqe me!1 showed me
a piece oHead ore,,apparently containing silver, found at th~~ place.
Left El Puerto at 8 a. m., September 20; cwssed a steep hill and enter-.
ed the basin of Vallecito. Here abounded car.ti, maguey, fonquiera spinosa,
and wild sage, but not a blade of grass. Wading the sand for a league, the
hills close in to form a narrow valley, where we find grass and excellent
springs of water impregnated with sulphur. Here we encamp. Near
us are the mins o1 adobe huts, indicating the decline of the Indians.
There remain a few naked and miserable wretches, who have a garden
of green melons, but noth'ing to ea~ except the roots of the wild maguey • .
This day we first met. with the mezquite bean, upon which the prosperity of our horses and mule and tbe success of our expedition are .expected to depeud. The accompanying sketch represents a branch of the
mezquite screw-bean. 1,hese screw like pods grow' in clusters of eight
or ten upon the same stem. Both the screw and the pod mezguite con•
tain much saccharine matter, and are very nutritious. 1.,hey ripen ~t different seasons of the year .and are very abundant, •e ach tree producing
many bushels.

Valleciw, September 20.
Barometer, Gr~en's syphon Tlierm.ometer, attachedThermorneter, detached

12 h.

3 p. m.

- 28.5ll in.
9~l 0 .50

~8.492 in
96° .5

'- - 99°

6 p.m.

99°

.

28.139 in; '

96°.5
98°

Vallecito, Septembe,: 21. '
(

Barometer, Green's syphon,
,.1,hermometer, attached,
,.rhermometer, detached,

6 a.

111.

9 a. m.

28 4110 in.

28.46l in.

61 °.5

96°

62°

101°

12m.

28. 484
100°.5
99°

3 p. m. ·

28 443
9·9o_5 \.

99°

Septeml>er 21.-The day was so warm that we were compeHed to lie

by at VaUecito until about 5½ p. m., when we pursued onr route down
the valley, which soon stretched out into a plain. 'I'he road followed a
bed of sand, in which the feet of our hor~e::; sank belo \-V the fetlock at
~very ste_p. Six miles from the springs of Vallecito, a semi spherical hill
ln the midst of the valley separated two roads: t.he tiaht-hand one leading directly to Oariso creek; the left, by a ctrcuit of°hatf a mile, taking
you by the way of a mineral spring of drinlcable wat,e r. The scenery
here, by moonlight, was beautiful. 'rhe hills in. the back ground, with
angles; sharp and sides perpendioular, were singular in the extreme. By
the dim light it was hard to believe that they were not ruins of ancient
works of art-one had been a temple to the gods, another a regularly bastioued fort. The fine large trees which mark the course of the run have
furnished the name by which it is known-" Paltnetto ~pring."
Vegetation iu the valley rcmaills unchanged; cacti, rnagney, kreosote,
(larrea Mexicana,) dwarf cedar, and the fouquiera spinosa, ,are abundant.
Many meteors were seen shooting from t!:ie zenith to the south west.
A_ cloud arose ~n the east, with frequent flashes of 1ightni.ng; but the
night passed without rain.

,

8
Arrived at Cariso creek, tfrteen miles from Vallecito, eight from ~i;tl•
metto spring, at midnight. --Found the water of the creek quite bra~k1sh;
mules and)10rses woulµ. scarcely taste it, thir~ty as they were. Of
for them there was none; the emigrants had consumed evrry bl3:d e ?.
grass and every stick of cane, so that oui- sorrowful animals are tied m
·
.
groups to the wagons to ponder their fate upon the desert. · SCl_turd~y, Septernber 22.-'l1h~ sun was perhaps hal( am hour high
when our hungry animals were again pu~ in harness. At ca!Ilp !hP. creek
appears 50 feet wide, and n~arly a foot in depth; but a mil~ o"r two bdow,
it is entirely lost in the thirsty sand. Our route was through the valle_y
of the Carayal. _Its banks ar~ of1 clay, worn by tlfe _rain into :fontast1c
shapes, and occasionally mountains appear beyond. The road 1s strown ·
with emigrants wending their way to the "placers." .No ~-o~ks were
visible, save masses of pedrigal, slaty in structure, and contammg l~rge
ferruginons nodules . . Two leagues from camp we ,pas·sed a steep ndge
~ seemingly formed of gypsum, clear as glass.
..
.
N_oon.-We , are now ·fairly upon the desert; sandy hills behmd-:-a
dreary, desolate plain before m~ far as the eye can reach. An undulatrng
surface of s.a nd, with pebbles of jasper, is sprinkled with small green
clumps of larrea Mexicana.
•
.
· Thermometer 108° Fahrenheit 'in the shade.
3 p. m.-Twelve miles from Carisa creek stopped to dig for water,. but
in vain; thermometer 106Q in the shade.
·
There appeared in the east a cl~ud, wqich soon assumed that peculiar
appearance which often precedes a violent storm. A dark mass ap•
proached, a hurricane was upori us, and we ,vere enveloped in a cloud
of sand; the mules were driven from their path, the canvass covers were
torn t0 shreds, and the wagons themselves in danger of being upset. For
fifteen minutes we were blinded, when a torrent of rain quieted the dust.
A shower of hail succeeded, and the men, throwing themselves upon the
ground, hid their faces in the sand for protection. 'fhere was neither
flash nor report oflightning for an hour. It came at length as night was
closing in, to add sublimity to the scene. Pools and streams of water
appeared in every direction, and spots upon the parched desert which
two hours before seemed never to have been kissed even by a gentle dew,
now afforded bucketsful of water for the thirsty mules.
. It was dark w~en one of the party returned, saying that the road led
rnto. a l_ake, which _he had been unable to find his way across. Our
destmat1on for the mght was what the emigrants call "New lake," the
nearest point at which we expected to find water. But now we had left
the sandy soil of the uppel" desert, and were traversing a iower plateau
whose c~ayey bed retained the copious shower like a cup. At this ~ime
ou~ parties were greatly scattered-some far in advance, others far bt'-lnnd.
1Y1th u s w~re _neither tents nor provisions; to encamp was hence impos•
s1ble. Thmkmg that the extent of the inundation could not be great, we
en_tered th~ water and pushed onward. F or a mile, at least, we traversed
this lake-bk~ sheet of water, the mules wc1ding to their knees at every
step, and still the chains of lightuing that seemed to encircle us showed,
far as the eye could reach, nothing but water. Yes, there was one spot
of_ land visibl~- igtJal mountain, about five miles distant; and, after a
lmef consultation, we turned towards it. Wandering about at night in au
unheard-of lake, not kncnving in what gulf the next step might plunge

foo1

·9 _
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us woulcl have been sufficiently romantic without the stoi:m wJ1ich ~till
·raged unabated, the lightnirig which blinded, and the thun~er which
stunned us. At length the c~mp-fireofthe advance party was ~hscovered,
and served as a beacon to lead us safely into port. The tired~ m?-les
loudly expressed their gladness at reaching terra firma, and trndm~,
twenty-five miles from Cariso creek, a resting-place at camp. T~ere 1s
no grass here; but a rank growth of what is called "carele~s weed" 1s very
abundant. This affords little nutriment· the hungry ammals, however,
prefer weeds to nothing. At 11 p. rp.. tl{e s_tars were shining brightly,
and scar.cely a cloud was to be seen. Lieutenant Coutts, commander of
the escort, thinks that during the storm he felt an earthqnake .
.!tfornin!!, September 23, showed our encampments to. be upon the
banks of a beautiful little sheet of·water, called by the emigrants "New
lake." Kearny's route, , Coo.k 's and Graham's trails, must all have been
north of this lake, or it would have been seen. The wa½er is fresh; but
in position it is not far from the Salt lake l,aid down upon Emory's map.
1
The prominent mountain lying abou t four miles S. 10° E. from camp,
and apparently 2,000 feet in height, must serve as a beacon to travellers
crossing from the Colorado, and. may probably be found a convenient
point from which to flash gunpowder for the determination of the difference of longitude between San Diego and -the mouth of the Rio Gila.
Hence it may be called "Signal mountain," and this lake so near its
foot "SignaHake." The accompanying hasty sketches give rough views
of both lake and mountain. The former is about a quarter of a mile in
length, and a hundr~d yards wide; -depth not ascertained. lVIud hens
were the only navigators visible. . The southern bank is_high, and sprinkled with mezquite treeR. Upon •the north is marsh, with careless weed.
At its eastern extremity the lake communicates with a little bayou, thecourse of which is distinctly marked towards the southeast with mez~
quite. This is a portion of the stream, which has been termed by the
emigrants "New river."
.
, ,
,
Left Signal lake at 8 a. m., hoping to find grass at our next stopping
place. There is a trail upon each bank of the bayou. Proceeding in a
general ESE. course, we crossed the stream at a distance of five or ,
six miles from the lake. At this point the banks were steep, the bed of
the stream from ten to twenty feet in width, and ten feet below the snrface of the surrounding plateau. - The depth of the water was less than·
a foot, and there was no current, for in many spots above the channel
was dry. A few miles beyond the bayou, we struck the border of a large
grove of mezqui1e, where we found great q_uantities of beans. Here
were first found shells of the · fresh-water muscle. Hares and many partridges were seen. The deep channel of New river again-appeared, with
more water than before. Twelve miles from Signal lake we again struck
an angle of the river where the banks were low a:n;_d the stream nearly
fifty yards wide. The water was sweet, apparently deep, and silvery
fish, large as perch, were seen, in it. The scene from this place is roughly
represented in the accompanying sketch. As we approached our destina- '
tion for the night, the sands of the desert gave place to green patches of
grass.
At sunset we encamped about eighteen miles from Signal lake, at a
point on this river called, par excellence, "New river," the oasis of the
desert, where sweet water and excellent grass are abundant.
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Monday, -Septernber 24.-Half an hour after sunrise, thermometer 72°,
barometer 30.ll 9 inches.
·
'rhe grass here is good, aQd so abundant that we will be_ enabled to
wait here for _O'\l·r remaining · teams and recruit the weary .~ mmals. We
are now in the midst of the~desert, and ~t the recruiting pla~e of all trav~llers. The white tents of the numerous emigrants gave lhe place qmte
the air of a village. The grass upon the plains is short, greep., and tender. Upon the banks of the _streams it grows tall arid thick;- , Dr. Perry,
the botanist, thinks the grass a new species, which he proposes to call
"chrondrosium desertorum." Although the river bears no marks of
being new, as its name implies, tpe grass which grows in its vicinity has
probably but lately made its appearance upon the desert. A cha~ge seems
passing over this region: rain becomes~qiore abundant; roezqu1te grows;
careless weed_springs up, soon to giv~ place to more tender nnbage.
New River, iornada, ' September 25.
6 a. m.

9 (J .

,n, ,,

12m.

3p. m.

6p m.

Barom., Green's
syphon, 222 - 29.935 in. 30 014 in. 30.000 in. 29.908 in. 29.880 in.
Attached therm. 68°.5
94°.5
10U 0 .5
104°.5
95°
Detached therm. 69°
98°
104°
108°
98°
Observed with Fox's dip circle for magnetic inclination and intensity.
September 26.-At sunrise, thermometer 75°, barometer 29 .880 inches.
This day made a reconnaissance in the vicinity of New river. Three
and a half miles SSE. from camv crossed the bed of New river upon dry
ground. Careless weed and grass very luxuriant. Opon the bank the
mezquire grove was gay with the songs of small birds. South, towards
the mountain range, patches of green grass , with here and there a kreosote
plant, appearPd. All else was hard clay, baked and cracked in the sun
to appear like a pavement of wood. Everywhere near the banks of this
Mream, the planorbns and other fresh water shells have been found ih
abundance; and here small volute& covered the ground, and in some
places wer~ heaped up in such quantities as to appear like snow. The
heat wa intense. An astonishing mirage often presented to view the
appearan e of water. As we approached there seemed to be a bank of
tree refl cted di tinctly from the smooth surface below. The illu~ion
~a<led away as we drew near, to reappear in the distance. Eight miles
from camp the river impeded further progre~s, being fifty yards wide,
a~d appar ntly de p. Mud hens were swimming on its surface; herons,
with th ir long bill .. , were dipping for fish.
Dr. Parry went to the mountains to day, by taking a course nearly sonth~e t. H c_rossed n~ strram except the one at camp. The foot of: the
h,U wa prml Jed with locu t trees, but the mountains seemed desutute
ofv etation .
'eptember 27.-At unfr,e thermometer 70°, barometer 29. 14 in. At 5
p. m. r comm need our journey. Two mile from ew river our route
lay ~ver a level plain, green with the characteristic grass and the larrea
M x1 ana ._ Gra , by degree , gave way to drifting sand, and bull s,
co_ver d with reen ·hrub , alone broke the monotony of the de ert. fire
miles from camp we crossed the dry bed of an ancient stream, with steep
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banks and a level sandy bed, ten feet below the surface of the desert, and
one h~ndred and fifty feet wide. Mezq.uite lined its banks, while kreosote and wild·sage sprinkled the valley.
Eight miles from New river we encamped at the "Lagoon," where we
found water, hut no grass or beans for the animals.
September 28.-Left the,,, Lagoon" at 4 a. ni., and by the aid of Venus,
whose Eght was so strong as to cast a decided shadow, we ascended a
bank to the upper desert, leaving in the y'alley, upon our right, one a nd a
half mile from camp, the "Second Wells." We moved on east ov~r the
desert, coyered with pebbles of jasper or deep drifting sand, and w~thout
shells, with no green thing to relieve the eye save the larrea Mex1cana,
which covet~ solitude. Twenty miles brought us again upon the steep
sand b(:l.nk which long had boun~el our horizon. We descended eighty
to one hundred feet into the meiquite-covered cafiada, or valley, extending from this _point, about t\venty miles in width, to the Rio Ool,orado.
Upon this lower pbin, where were found the same fresh-water shells as
distinguished the region of New river, we pursued a northeast course,
parallel to the bank which bounds the desert proper, for seven miles, to
the" Tnree Wells." H~re we encamped, twenty seven miles from the
'' Lagoon." The wells are dug ten . feet ~eep, at. the bottom of a small
natural basin, which seems scooped from the plain.
At the camp of the'' Three Wells," twelve miles \.'vest from the crossing of the Rio Colorado, September 28, 1849, at 8 hours 15 minutes p. m .,
there occurred an earthquake. 'I'he oscillatory motion was from east to
west. It shook the tents, spilled water from a nearly full bucket, awoke
those who were aaleep, and frightened many of those who were awake.
The rocking motion continued about two minutes. ·
·
September 29,.-At 5½ a. _m . left "Three Wells," and kept along the
foot of the sand bank, a little north of east, , for eight miles. Met many
emigrants, with women and children, facing the desert with cheerful
lopks. Frank says that the happiest set of fellows he has seen upQn the
desert was that encamped at the." Wells" fast night, with their wives and
children.
,
,
At th.,e fork of the road we were met by our o'ld guide Tomaso, who had
been despatched to warn the Inaians of our approach. He was accompauied by Santjago, chief, and the principal n:ian of the band -of the Yumas,
which occupies the village at the lower crossing of the Colorado. Santjago wore a blue great coat, and a fancy cotton handkerchief bound his
hea<l; his legs and feet were bare. Othets were clad in the simple breechcloth . All were mounted on spirit~d horses. The road up the bank, to
the left, is the emigrant trail over the deep drifting sar.d· of the desert.
Taking the more circuitou's route to the right, we were escorted by the
Indians a short distance to their village in the canada, luxuriant with
maize and melons. Vv e were at once surrounded by great numbers of
Indian rnen and women, evincing foencllin ess, curiosity, and intelligence. The women are generally fat, and their dress consists of a fringe ,
made of strips of bark, bound around the hips and han ging loosely to the
middle of the thi ghs. 'l'he men are large, mu scular, and well-formed.
Th eir couutena nces are pleasin g , and seem lighted by intelligence. I
doubt whether America can boast a finer race of Indians. Their warriors
w ear the white breeeh-cloth, and their hair, hanging in plaits to the middle of their bac1\s, is adorned with eagle's feathers and the rattle of a rattle-
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snake. They are exquisite horsemen, and carry' their bow and la nce
with inimitable grace. A_dozen of these warriors conducted us beyond
their village three miles, through fields of maize and groves of ~lamo and
willow, tp the Rio Colorado, where we encamped, twelv~ rmles b e low
where the · 1'io Gila 'unites i,ts "sea-green waters'-' with rightly-named
Colorado.
·
Until October 1st we n~mained at the lower crossing of the Colorad~,
waiting for a road to be cut upon the right bank, five miles, to. th~ .emigrant crossing. Our Indian neighbors were very sociable, bru ,gm~ us
grass, beans, melons, and squashes, for which they received in re_mrn tobacco or money. Old Santjago, their chief, could not speak Spanish, and
so our guide, Tomaso, was made interpret~r. There i'ere also here a few
of the Oomoyah Indians, from"the desert, 6r San Felipe, and they ~.ould
converse with us. Santjago and' his people professed great friend ship for
Americans in general, and us iri particular. They "had never ,s t?len
from the emigrants, nor maltreated' them in any way;" -but the Indians
higher up, near the mouth of the Gila,, they represented as being a ·d-e spe•
rate set of rascals. "They plundered the emigrants ·of what they coul_d
not steal. The day before, a German had been decoyed away from- his
party and murdered. They had even come to open-hostilities with some
parties of the emigrants and fought pitched battles; and as they numbered
from five to ten thousand people, they were al ways victorious." These
accounts seemed the more probable as they agreed with those given by
the emigrants themselves. Santjago concluded by requesting us to re•
main with him; as we were, as he said, too few and too weak to cope
with those at the mouth of the Gila.
·
The basis of our road along the bank of the Colorado was an Indian
~oot-pa~h, which wound around every tree that time 'had thrown across
its ancient track, doubling the true distance. Passing through a forest
of cottonwood and willow, we came to the foot of "Pilot knob," and
having crossed a spur which extends to the river, found ourselves upon
!he b~nks at the emigrant crossing. Here we encamped. "Pilot knob"
1s an isolated mountain, and rises above us to the height of about fifteen
~un~red feet. We ascend the highest peak to fire rockets, and watch
for 1gnals from the Sierra, beyond the desert.
T ue day, October 2, 1849.-Left the foot of "Pilot knob" and travelled
on ~hrough groves of _m ezquite, upon the bank of the Colorado. Not an
ln_d ian had we seen ~mce leaving the village of Santjago; but ·Tomaso,
with some alarm, pomted out fresh foot-prints in the path we followed.
We emerged upon th e river. 'rhe branching paths were soon after lost.
A densely wooded ravine rendered it impossible to follow the immediate
bank of the river. In search of the way I soon found mvself separated
from th~ e c_ort and alone, following a ~ell trodden path. ·Eager to_ re~ch
my de tmat10n, I p ushed on for an Indian guide. At length the wmdmg
p~th led me into a villagfl of the Yu mas. As I rode to the principal hut,
without even an in terpreter, I felt myself imprudent in thus throwing
myself_ in to the po wer of these savages . They at once surrounded me.
One with an emerald pendan t from his no e held the bridle of my mule,
some played with my pistols, others hanclled my sword. Seeming to put
perfect con fi dence in their honesty, I nevertheless watched them narrowly_;vhile ~ endeavored to explain in Spanish the object of my vi it. _Him
with the Jewt-lled nose I found to be Anton, a petty chief or captam of
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·his village; he understood- but little of Spanish. Soon · there rode up,
upon a spirited horse, an Indian w;hom I found to be a Comoya from San
Felipe, called "Mal Anton," and with him I could converse. They
having consented to guide me to the mouth of the Rio Gila, I shook off
the curious men, women, and children that ·nearly buried my mule, and
rode on. I passed through large patches of maize, melons, zandias, and
squashes, leaving villages to the left and to the right. Lost in the maze
of paths, and being unable to elicit a word from the grum-looking Indians I met, I turned for my _guides. Soon they appeared, coming at full
run, the chief in advance, armed with a musket; and Mal Anton followed
upon his wild pony, gracefully s·winging over his head the noose of his
lariat. The 'chief led' the way, while ~he other followed me through deep
ravines and ri1de plantations. At length, having no fancy for sharing the
fate of my namesake in Mexico, I- ordered Mal Anton with his lariat
in advance. "'riene v. u. bon corazon ?" he inquired as he passed.
I assured him of protectio!1 as long as Americans were well treated by
them. 'rhey led me two miles to the junction of the Rio Gila with· the
Colorado,, where I found a hi!l excellent, for an Jtstronomical observatory.
Eating a melon Anton had gathered for me, I returned and conducted
the whole party hither, encamped, placed the transit in the-meridian upon
a tem19orary stand of stone, and observed the same night the passage of
both limbs of the moon and several moon culminating stars.
Wednesday, October 3.-'fo.,day came Pablo, grand chief of the Yumas, with his scarlet co1;1.t trimmed with gold lace, his epaulettes of silver
wire, and, to crown all; green goggles. His legs and feet were bare, but
he did not allow that to detract from the dignity of his manner. Tomaso
ushered him in and acted as interpreter, translating · my Spanish intq Indian for him, and his Indian into Spanish for me. I explained to him
that their territory now' b~longed 1o tho United States; that the gnvernment took an interest in the welfare of those Indians who were honest
and well-disposed; that we were inclined to live in amity with them, but
were prepared to chastise those evilly inclined. He promised that his
p~ople should n~t steal from, or otherwise injure Americ~ns, and I gave
him those presents that I had prepared. Having taken a glass of aguardiente~ bis tongue was loosed, his dignity-was overcome, and he no longer
needed an interpreter; Pablo spoke Spanish better, by far, th,an I c9uld.
October 4, 1849.-Many Indians in camp; all, as I evey e}l'(pected to
find them, most peaceably disposed. Bows and arrow,i pointed with/
jasper. Guns and pistols (mostly broken and discard,id l?y emigrants)
are constantly brought into camp. 'rhere is, h{1wever/ periect con.fidence
among all parties.
·
Priday, October 5, 1849.-To day the 'Indians of th~ Yuma tribe held
a grand council, in honor of our arrival; and, as Pablo Coclum, the great
chief in epaulettes and green goggles, had been chosen under the Mexican reign, they 9ctermined to show their adheren,ce to the United States
by deposing their old chief, and, in a republican manner, electing a new
one. The successful candidate was our old friend Santjago, captain of
the band of the Cuch.i.ns at the lower crossing. He seems a good old
man, and worthy of his honors. Upon his election, he was escorted to
my tent for the customary presents, and promised good faith towards all
Americans.
Tomaso soon returned with three minor chiefs, or " .capitanes de los
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Cuchanes "-Anastasio, Anton, and Pasqual. The band of Anton lives
eight or ten miles above us, and is famed for theft, robbery, and murder.
Anton is one of their orators, and replied to me in a spf?ech of half an
hour's length. But Tomaso pretended that he did not understand the
Cuch an l&nguage, and 'would nottranslate it.
October 7, 1849.-To'ok a walk into the villages, to see how the I~dians live. They all knew me, and received me ki1Jdly enough_ into th~ir
family circle, composed of about a dozen men, women, aq_d children, sitting or lying npon the ground, under the shade of a flat roof of branch~s
of trees, supported by posts at the four corners. 'l'he women, d1:esse~ m
girdles of bark, stripped into thor1gs, and partially braide<l, hanging m a
fringe to the thighs, and ornamented with many strings of shells or glass
beads, were making a mush of zandias, (watermelons,) or gfindjn_g grass
seeds into 'ilour: . The men, with breech cloths, or perhap~ a shut cast
off by the emigrants, were ornamented with rings in their noses and eagles'
feathe rs in their hair. 'rhe children wore ,no covering except what nature
gave them, but were decked with loads of beads upon their hecks, and
small strings of the same were inserted through their ears.
.
The l~borious part of their toilet-that in which all their taste and skill
are pnt in requisition-consists in painting. Warriors dye their faces jet
black, with a stripe of red from the forehead down to the nose and across
the chin. Women and young men usually paint with red, and ornament
their chins with dots or stripes of blue or black. Around their eyes are
circles of black. Their bodies are generally of a dark red, and polished
with an oily substance, so as to resemble well-cleaned mahogany. The
face and body are sometimes fancifully striped with black. Of their hair
they are quite proud, and take great care in dressing and trimming it. It
falls naturally from the crown of the head, and is neatly anq. squarely
trimmed in front to reach the eyebrows; the rest is matted into plaits, and
fall s l~pon the back, reaching nearly to the ground.
.
Strings of broken shells, called "pook ," are highly valued among
th~m. _They consist of circular pieces of sea-shell, with holes very nicely
drilled m the centre. They are very ancient, and were formerly used as
money. ~ string is now worth a horse. An Indian dandy is never
dre ed without them, and the number of strings worn indicates the
~vealth of the po~sessor. '!'he figure of the young dandy, though larg~,
1s. so faultless _m its proport10ns, that, when [ have seen ,him dressed m
hi~ clean white breech-cloth, with no other covering to his carefull_ypamted person, excep_t the grace_ful plume upon his head, and the wh_1te
bracelet of leather, with buckskm fringe and bright brass buttons, which
serve as mirror , upon his left arm, I could but applaud the scorn with
wh~ch he looked upon European dress, and the resolute firmness with
which he refu ed the proffered gift of pants.
The Yumas (or, a those near the mouth of the Gila call themselves,
Cuchans) appear to be skilled in none of the arts. They have neither
sheep, cattle, 1ior poultry. Horses and a few pet lap-dogs are the only
dome tic animals found at their ranchos. The men are warriors, and
occa ion~lly fi h and hun~. The women not only attend to their house- hold duties, but also cultivate fields of maize and melons, and collect
gras eed, which they pound to flour for bread.
Returning to camp, I found the deposed chief, Pablo Coclum, and his
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friend, Captain Anton, loaded with presents of melons, 'for -Which, in re•
turn, ,vere expeoted tobacco and red flannels.
Learned from PablOJ many words of the Y mna language. Rio Colf)fado
is iii !,heir tongnei "Hah \Vithl-cha cohut "-i;neaning, ' a_s in Spa~ish,
red river. Rio Gila they call '~ Hah qua -see ethl "-meamng salt nver.
The water is indeed braGkish, and salt-water plants grow upon its banks.
· Octo~er 12, 1849.-To-day large numbers of . Yumas ha.~e started upon an expedition against' the Maricopas-:- · They, are moun_ted on good
horses, which they rid~ witho'u t a saddle~ and manage with a halter.
Their coal-black faces and striped bodies and legs give the~1 a fie:r:ce ~spect. Their hair is no longer suffered to hang loosely, hut 1s bound with
strips of scarlet woollen 'cloth,~with long ends streaming behi~d . 'rh~y
are led by their famous war chief, "C~ballo en f1elo," and, with bow m
hand and quiver of arrows at ~heir back, they look quite formidable. Monday, October 15.~Arrived ColoQel Collyer, collector Q[ the port of
San rrancisco, escorted-by Captain Thorne, with thirty dragoons. . Under tbeir protection is .also a party of emigrants, commanded hy Mr. Audubon the-younger, naturaFst; and Lieutenant Browning, of the navy,
Mr. Langdon Have!1, and a s9n of Commodore Sloat, were with this party,
which was suffering f~r the want of provisions.
Octob~r 16.~'I1his evening has "fumished a sad occurrence. Brevet
Captain Thorne, son of Mr. H_t:m nann 11 home, of New York, while superintending the transportatiov of .his party across the Rio Colorado, just
bejow the junction of the Rio Gila, was thrown into the river by the upsetting of his heavily-laden boat, and was drowned. Tbe current of the
river was so rapid that all exertions-even those of the 1'1ma Indians,
the best swimmers in the world-were unavailing. Captain Thorne was
succeeded in the coqmiand of the escort by Lieutenant Be'ckwith. ·
Octob~r 19.-Mr. Ingraham has just informed me that the wooden box
in which is kept chronometer No. 719_cracked intd pieces last night, while
used in keeping time. This is another proof of the exceeding dryness
of this climate, and I regret that I have no hygrometer to determine _it.
All the boxes in which the instruments were packed are being destroy~d.. "
The nicely-finished and well-seasoned cases made in England, many
years since, for instruments of Troughton and Simms, have shrunk so
as not to admit their original contents. A few nights since, while I\vas
reading the micrometer of the zenith sector, the-horn ,vith which my read- ing lens w~s .encased snapped, and flew from my fingers in three pieces.
The peculiar state( pf the atrtwsphere was the 01,1ly cause a·ssignable for
such an occurrence.
October 25.-Continned the survey at the junction of the two rivers.
The Rio Gila, a short distance from its mouth, is so shallo,v that the Indians wade across it. The Colorado at the ferry: a short distance below
the junction, is about twelve feet deep. The wat~rs of the Colorado are
almost opaque with clay, tinctured with the red oxide of iron. But the
water is sweet, and, when allowed to rest, becomes limpid. 'I'he waters
of the Gila are color~d with a sediment nearly black, and ,have a brackish
taste, making appropriate the Yuma name for it, "Ha-qua-sieel"-meaning
"salt water." Both rivers are rapid, and their junction forms a distinctlymarked and nearly straight line, leading from the ea5t bank of the Gila to
the channel of the Colorado. They unite, and, singularly enough, contract to one-fifth the width of the Colorado above, in order to leap through
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a narrow gorge which some convulsion of nature has ,torn thropgh an iso•
, lated hill. Upon this hill, eighty feet perpendicular. almost above the
water, stands our observatory.
.·
·
October 27 .-Pasqual, one of th'e w~r chiefs, and Captain Anto_n, tell
me that they are in daily expectation ?f an ~tt,ac~ from , ~h_e Mancopas .
The Yumas deserve chastiserpent; for m their late e~ped1t10n they surprised their enemies, :md brought off captive two IndJan boy~;whom they
afterwards sold as slaves to the Mexicans.
·
October 28.-Throngeq, as usual, with Indian visitors. _Thef _say
that the Maricopas came in sight of camp yester?ay, but, sc~rng lmited
States troops, dared not attack the Yumas.
_
·
October 3O.-,-This morning, at about 4 o'clock, there was great alarm
among the Cuchans, (Yumas,) who, live upon the left bank - of. the
Colorado. Our whole camp was a_roi1sed by their sh,o.utirig an~ firm~.
By daylight they were swimming the river · in crowds-men with their
horses and women with their children-all crying out lustily, "Maricopa!
Maricopa!" F.very hill t p was crowded with arrr1ed warriors, and others
were rifling hither and thither-why or wherefore, none se~med to know.
At length Anton told me that many Maricopas had attacked them, and
killed one Yuma. By 10 o'clock a. m. our camp was des'erted by the Indians, and for the rest of the day not one has_been seen. The soldiers
think the whole story of Maric9pas a ruse, and apprehend an atta~k tonight. Lieutenant Coutts has increased the number of sentinel~' for the
night.
October 31.-Indians have been to-day sociable, ,as' formerly-each
chief bring1~ presents of excellent melons. Among them cc1,rne for the
fir t time the great war-chief, "Caballo en Pelo." I made him a small
pre.,ent, which secured his friendship.
November 2.-Among my early Indian visitors this morning is 011e
whom the whole tribe call an hermaphrodite. She is gigantic in size,
muscular and well-proportioned. Her breasts are not developed like those
of a ~oma~; but she dresses like one of the gentler sex, aml, it is said,
cohabit~ with a man, She is in disposition mild, and often hangs her
head with a mental blnsh at the jokes of her companions.
From Pablo Ooclnrn, by birth a Comeyei, but formerly chief of the
Ynm or O 1ch n ; from Jose Antonio, whose father was a Mexican, but
b :n of a Yum~ mother and always living with the tribe; from Tomaso,
h1 f of the D1 eeno ; from Antonio and Mal Antonio, intelligent Indian ; from an l<'illipe, and from other Indians with whom I could conver e, I have collected all information possible reo-arding the -tribes of
which th ey kn ew .
::,
The term "Yuma" signifies "sons of the river," and is applied only
to tho. e born upon the bank of the Rio Colorado. The Yumas are d1Yided into .five le1'ser tribes or bands, viz:
. I. Cuc/tans, numbering abont five thousand persons, and living_ in
v11lao-e npou both bank of the Rio Colorado, within about twenty nules
J from the mouth of the Rio
ila . They are a noble race, well formed,
active, and intelligent .
. 2. Mah-ltill,,.o : 'rhey are a great nation, and live upon the right bank
higher up the R1 Colarado, seven days' journey from the mouth of the
Rio ila. Bein very poor, they wear merely the breech-cloth; they are
, ·arriors, and well armed with bows, arrows, and lances.
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· 3. Hah wal coes., This great nation possess·es the left (east) bank of
the Colorado, eight days' journey above the junction with the Rio Gila.
I have been shown to day by an Indian a very good blanket, black and
white checked, said to have been made by the Hah-wal-coes. 1
4. The Yam-pai a is the name of the tribe which occupies the left
bank of the Colorado, six days' journey above the junction with the Rio
Gila.
.
5. Ohim -woy~s designates those upon the right bank of the Colorado,
opposite the Ya:r;n-pai os, and also six days' journey above the junction
with 'the Rio Gila.
These four nations speak languages differing from the· Cuchan; ·and
Pablo says he can understand none of them except the Ma ha os. They
are notwithstanding firm friends and allies of the Cuchans, al ways assisting them when at war with their perpetual enemies, the Maricopas. In
these wars, captives are made slaves, and are forever degraded. ,The
mother will not own her son after such a misfortune has once befallen
him.
At the mouth of the Colorado, about eighty miles below the junction
of the Gila, is the tribe called " 0o-co-pah." According to the previous definition·, these also must be Yumas; but they are enemies of the
Cuchans, and no intercours_,e exists between them. The Gila Indians
call it but three days' journey to the country of the Co-eo-pahs, and yet
they seem to kn_ow them less and fear them more than any other Indians.
There are upon the desert west of the Colorado two tribes of Indians,
called-one, 0ah-wee-os; tl:ie other, Go mo-yah or Co-mo-yci. The Como-yahs occupy the banks of New river near the Salt la:ke, and the Cahwee-os live farther north upon the head waters of the same stream. Pablo
himself is a Co-mo yah. He was born upon the hanks of New river
(Hah-withl-high) of the desert, emigrated hither twenty years ago, and
when I arrived he was captain general of the Cuchan tribe. Several Como-yahs are here, and they can generally be distinguished from the Cuchans by an oval eontour of the face.
· Pablo says that New river was f9rmerly a rirn,ning stream-rose north
of the country of the Cah-wee-os, and flowed into the Colorado one day's
journey 't>elow the lower crossing, at the village of Captain Santjago.
But for some twenty or thirty years the water in it was merely in pools
until the past seasou, when abundant rains restored its former dimensions,
and again water flowed from the Salt lakes to the Colorado.
One mcrth has now elapsed since my arrival at this place, and I have
spent all my leisure moments in studying the character of the Indians.
I have visited their ranchos; I have daily admitted them freely in my
tent; upon the table are always many little things curious and valuable to
them; and men, women, and children are permitted to examine and pass
them from hand to hand witho_ut being watched, and never, to my
knowledge, have I lost the value of a penny. With men shrewd as are
the Cuchans, this might result from policy ; but if thieving were tolerated
among them, it seems strange that children should not be tempted, by the
many curious things they handle, to recur to the habit.
Sunday, November 18.-'l'he day exceedingly pleasant, like our Indian
summer. Thermometer at 3 p. m., 82°.
For a long time I have endeavored to ascertain what were the supersti-tions of the Cuchans, what was their substitute for religion, what their

Ex.-2
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modes and obj~ct of worship. _All the reply I coul_d .get from rt;~mascY
and other Indians who glory m the name of Chnstrnns, was:
Ellos
saben nada nada "-they know nothing at all. And whe~ ~ made them
interpret for me with the few Yuma~, who kllew no Span~sh, the r~ply
was still "nada. ' 1 · "The Yumas had no God; they worshipped notl?mg;
and went nowhere after death. 1 ' At length a woman appeared with a
brass medal bearing the image of the Virgin Mary. When some one
knelt to it with-clasped hands, an looked on in silence and apparent awe,
and afterwards expressed their approbation by saying, H ah::hote-kah '''good.
.
'"I'o-day chief Anastasio took up a French prayer book,. and hstene_d,
evidently with reverence, at hearing it read. He then made a long dissertation in his own language, of which I under-stood· little, except that,.
after death, the body of a Yuma is burnt,. and his ashes ascends to heaven;
that he himself had a good heart, and hence was worth any Christian.
Thursday, November 22.-The rising sun dispelled the clouds, and
brought a charming day. At 12 m. the barometer, by a sudden fall of
about a half inch, indicated the approach of one of our periodical storms,
which soon swept over us. 1lhe wind, as is usual at swch times, nearly
precipitated our tents from the cliff into the river below. However, at
sunset the wind moderated, the moon peeped from the clouds, and we obtained good lunar observations .
,
.
Friday, November 23.-Having been employed so steadily in observmg
,at night, and computing all day, my health begins to suffer, and last
night I was too nervous to sleep; hence the wail of the poor dog that
nightly howls the requiem of his drowned master seemed more sad to me
than ever. When Captain ,.I'horne was lost in the Colorado, some weeks
since, a Mexican boy shared the same fote. He left a faithful dog, which
has declined the alluring invitations of emigrants and soldiers, preferring
rather to lick the ground his master last trod than accept the daintiest fare
from a stranger's hand.
~aturday, Decemb~r 1, 1849.-Havingdetermined, with all the. accuracy
which t,~o months' time would admit, the latitude (32° 43' 31".6 north)
and _long~tude (114° .33' 4" west of Greenwich) of the monument nea:r
the JLrnct10n of the R10 Gila with the Colorado and from thence measured
5° _34' 16".2 west.of south, the azimuth of the straight line of boun~ary
leadm~ ~o the P~c1fic .ocean; and also having settled with the Mexican
comm1ss1?n, '"'.'h1ch arrived.yesterday, all questions relating to the boundary at this point from which any difficulty could be apprehemled, we
left the Mexican gentlemen in charge of our fixtures and turned towards
'
San Diego .
Of late my time h~s been so m~1ch occupied with professional pursuits
th~t _I have had less u~tercourse with the Indians than formerly, but my
·oprn10n of them are little changed from those previously expres5ed. I
will merely add, that to this day, among the Yumas, I have never seen
anger expressed by word or action, nor known of one of their women to be
bar hly t~·eated; they are sprightly, full of life, of gaiety, and good humor.
The chm~te of the country near the junction of the Rio Gila with the
Colorado will he best under tood by a reference to the following records.
:rhey_ were kept by Dr. Parry, assi tant, in a tent upon the hill at the
JUnct10n, about O feet above the surface of the river Colorado.
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Thermometer,
Fahrenheit.

C!S

Days and ,h ours.
J

,.Q:,
0

0

...

t)

..c ..

',

.~~

'

Cl)

'

tI1

Inches.
29 .879
29.804
29. 791
29.860
29 839
29.807
29.813
29 .847
29.853
29.823
29.814
29.817
29 .877
29.877
29.812
29.813
29.801
29 . 769
29 .813
29.739
29.765
29.777
3! p. m. 29.820
6 P· m. 29.794
-0 ctober 12 .•••. 3 p.m. · 29.840
0 ctober 13 ..... 9 am. 29.880
m. 29.851
12
3 p. m.. ' 29.798
,6 p. m. 29.740
0 ctober 14 .... 9 a.m. 29.803
m. 29. 744
12
3 p.m 29.734
6 p. m . 29 744
October 15 ••• ,10! a. m. 29.978
6 p.m. 29 .883
October 16 .... 10 a.m. 30.022
October 17 •••••'9½ a. m. 29.932
m. 29.931
12
3 f>· m. 29.869
October 18 .•.•. 9 a.m. 2~ .852
m. 29 :874
12
3 p.m. 29.862
October 19 , •••• 9 a. m. 30.062
1 p.m. 30.072
3! p.m. 30.063
6 p.m. 30.033
October 20 ••••• 9 a.m. 30.158
m. 30.105
12
-4:i p.m. 30.026
October 21. .. . 9 a. m. 30.010
m. 29.979
12
3 p,m. 29.9:~8
October 22 .•••. 7 a.m. 29.805
9 a. m. 29.865
m. 29 .87l
12
3½ p.m. 29.870
October 23 .•••. 9 a. m. 29.950
1 p.m. 29.979
.3} p. m.. 29.973

1849.

October 5 .••••. 9 a. m.
3 p.m.
6 p.m.
October 6 .•••• 10 a.m.
m.
12
3 p.m.
6 p.m.
October 7 .• , •. l-0 a.m.
m.
l2
3 ,p. m
6 p. m.
October 8 .••••. imnrise ••
9 a. m.
m.
12
3 p. m.
October 9 .••••. 1 p. m.
4 p. m. ·
6~ p. m.
Octo her 10 ••••. 9 a. m.
6 p.m
-0ctober 11. •••. 9 a. m.
m.
12

~

~

..c
t)

..c
t)

Cl)

~

-<Deg.
85.5
92.5
82
87.5
92
93.5
83.5
88
94.5
97.5
87.5
74 5
87.5
86
96.5
92.5
91.5
82
78
88.5
74.5
84·.5
87
76..5
84.5
77
81.5
85.5
76
77
81.5
82.5
77
76
77
81
77 .5
88 5
96
77.5
89
95.5
74 5
84

Remarks.

Cl)

C!S

0

Cl

Deg.
86
Day clear ; mountains hazy ; ~ind light from
94
the west.
83
88 5 Day clear; horizon hazy; light breeze from
93
NW.
94
84
89
Day clear and. sultry; varying ?reeze 'f rom
96
east in morning ; westerly at mght; clouds
98
cumuli at night.
88
75
Day cloudy at sunrise.
88
..
87.5
96.5
93
Day clear.
92
82.5
78.5
88
75
84
88.5
77
84.5
77

82
84
76
76
82
81.5 ·
77
75.5
77.5
81
77.5
88.5
98
77
89
95.5
74
83.5
88
87.5
76
76
77
76.5
84.5 86
88.5 92
75.5 75.5
90
90
97.5 100
59
58
73
73
85
86
98 .5 102.5
76
77.5
92
93.5
96
96

High wind from the NW., commencing at
10 a. m.; tents blown down; wind going
down at sunset.
High wind, similar to that of yesterday, more_
from the north ; one tent bLwn down.
C

Windy in the morning; still at night.
Thia day clear and calm.
Thie day clear and calm.
Day clear; breeze from the north.

T

.,.
Day clear; breeze from NE.
I

Day clear and calm, &nd hot.

l

I
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Thermometer,
Fahrenheit.
I

Days and hours.

-

Remarks.

J

- - - - - - ---I-------~-___:__ __:______
1849.
October 24 .••.• 9 a. m.

12

m.

3 p.m.
l:>ctober 25., ••• 9 a . m.
12~ p m.
3 r,m.
Ocwber 26 ••••. 9 a. m.

1 p.m.
4 p. m.
October 27 ••••. 9 a . m.
12
m.
3 p. m.
October 28, •••. 9 a. m
12
m.
3 p.m.
October 29. , •.. 9 a. m.
12
m.
3 p.m.
October 30.•••. 9 a. m.
12! p. m.
3½ p. m.

Inches.
30.025.
30.041
30 , 030

Deg.

Deg.

75
90
97

76

29.987

77

29.967

88.5
93.5
78.5

29.912

29.825
29.801
29. 739
29.900
29.934
29. 933
30.052
30.061
30.035
30.052
30 .059
30.029
29.992
29 994

29. 937

79.5
89
36.5

91.5

95
74 5

86.5
93.5

73.5

87.5
90
70 5

81.5

72
29.912 72
29.88'1 85.5
29,833 84.5

November 1 ...9 a. m.
12
m
3 p. m.

29.869
2~.846
29. 800

November 2 .•• 9 a. m.
5½ p. m.
November 3, ,10! a. m.
12
m.
3 p.m.
November 4 ... 9 a. m.

iliJ 988
29.!)74

3A p.m.
6 p.m.

November 5 •• 12

m.
p.m.
November 6 ..• 9 a. m.

3

12
m.
3 p. m.
6 p.m.
November 7 ... 9 a. m.
S p.m.

o p.m.

November 8 •.. 9 a. m.
12
m.
3 p. m.
November 9 ... 9 a. m.
4 p.m.
November 10. ,9 a. m.
6 p.m.
November 11. 12
m.
3 p.m.
..Nov~mber 12.12
m.

3! p. m.

75
75.5

63.5

68.5
73
29.9\!7 76.5
29.974 82
29 922 83
2S.866 11
29. 30 74.5
29 .82 1 18
29,783 66

29 .998 77 .5
SO.U07 88
30 . (150 68. 5
30.040

81.5

30.009 , 87

29 .923
29. 67
29.80

29 .767
29. 799
29. 09

89
94
79
94
98.5
74 ~
85.5
97
79
88

93.5

October 31. .•• . 9 a . m.
12
m.
3 p.m.

12! p. m.

91
98
77

69
64. 5
81 . 5
71

62
70.5

73.5
87.5
90.5

70 .5

81

.· 12
72

85.5
83.5
75
75.5
64
68
74.5
77

S2.5
83.5
71. 5

74.5
77. 5
67
78
90
68
82
89.5

Day clear.
Day clear and cloudy hy tllrDB ; breezy;
hazy clouds near h6rizon ; passing clouds
at night.
. .
. .
Morning cloudy; s:prmklmg of r~rn m the
afternooR-the first since our allrrval.
Morning cloudy; clearing up; ~ind from. S.
At nighi, cloudy, with sprinkling of ram ;:
clouds in the NW. indica_te that a storm
ha i;, rageQ upon the dP-sert to~day.
Morriing clear; horiz@n hazy. At. noon,
wind W., and clouds; towards mght, a
light shower coming from the W. ; at lOt
p. m., clear.
•
Day clear.
Day clear. At evening, clouds, but clear
through the night.
F.arly morning cloudy, with rain; clearing
up at 9
m.; wind from W.

a.

Clear and calm.
Day clear.

70

Day clear; light breeze from the N.; at
night, cloudy.

61.5

Cloudy, and a little rain before daylight~
gusty wind from NW.

70
73

29.BlO

72.5
63.5
85
71
73

88

79

79

29.953

83.5
76.5

84

29.914

77

77.5

29.924

Clear and ealm till hight; the11 a:ro~e a violent wrnd, which lasted uJltil near morning.
Br.eeze from NE.

64.5
82.5
73.5

29.937
29. 9.21
29.975

29.942

Clear.

63.5
70.5

Day clear.
Day clear.

75

76.5

Day clear; breeze from NE. ; cloudy a.t
night.
Day calm and cloudy.
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0
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Days and hours.

~

Thermometer,
Fahrenheit .
Remarks .

C)

~ -~

·-i
1849.

_

November 13 .. 9 a. m.

12

m.

4 p·. m.

a.

~

Inches.
29,'620
29.557
29.547

D.eg.
73.5
72.5
63

Deg,

73.5
72.5
62:5

Novemlie·r 14 •• 9
in.
l p.m.
4 p.m.
November 15 .• Sunrise.

/J'9. 789
29.752
29.736

64.5 64
71

71

62.5

62.S

9 a. m.
12
m.

30.014
30.016
30.010
30.036
30.025
30. 003
29 .962
29.965
29.935
29 .917
29.902
29.866

61.5
67.5
75
60.5
68.5
75

48.5
61.5
67.5
75.5
60.5
68.5
75.5

77

77

3 p.m.
November 16 .. 9 a. m.

i2

m.

4 p. m.

November 17,.9! a. m.

12

m.

3 p.m.
November 18 .. 9 a. m.
12 · m.
3 p. m.
Sip. m.
November 19 •• 9 a. m.

29 .860
29.873
4 p. m. 29.839
November 20 .. 9 a. m. 29.860
1 p . m. 29.857
3 p. m. 29.845
6 p.m. 29.829
November 21 .. 9! a. m. 29.910
12
m. 29.906
3 p.m. 29.857
12

m.

6 p.m.
November 22 .. 9 a. m.

12

m.
2 p.m.
3 p.m.

November 23 . . 9

a. m.

12

m.

4 p.m.
November 24 .. 9 a. m.
· 12
m.
3 p.m.
November 25 •. 9 a. m.
·
4! p. m.
November 26 •• 9 a. m.
1 p.m.

4 p.m.
November 27 •. 9 a. m.
12
m.
3 p.m.
~ovember 28 •. 9 a. m.
1 p . m.
3 p . m.
November 29 •. 9 a. m.

12

m.
3 p.m.
November 30 •. 9 a. m.
12
m.
3 p.m.
6 p.m.

29.7:J3
29.638
29.508
29.471
29.893
29.909
29.922
30.149
30.141
30.110
30.128
30.108
30.134
30.095
30.080
29.992
29.957
29. 890
29.682
29.671
29.682
29. E90
29.905
29.888
29.967
29.~99
29.979
29.958

75
80.5
65.5
77.5
81
66
83.5
84
67.5
75
80.5
64.5
63
74
79.5
74.5
69.5
75
73.5
62
59
61.5
64.5
57
63
70
59
73
59.5
68.5
76
56
71.5
78.5
57
66
63.5
57
65
65.5
55
71

75.5
63

75
81.5
65 5
77.5
82
69
65
83.5
86 .5
67
74.5
80.5
66.5
63
75
79.5
73.5
69
75.5
73.5
GO
60
60.5
64
57
63.5
71
58.5
73
59.5
68.5
76.5
56
71.5
80
55.5
fi6

63.5
57
66.5
65.5
55
70.5
75.5
64

J

Day cloudy ; appearance df storm at the
NW.; strong wind from SE. At noon,
sprinkling of rain ; at 3 p. m , heavy
shower; night clear and calm.
Morning clear and calm ; strong breeze af
noon, and at 2 p. m. strong wind from W. ,
with rain; night clear and calm.
Dense white fog, for the first time, covers
,., the low lands ; clear; calm.
Day clear; breezes from W.; night clear.

1

Day clear, and light breeze from W.; night
cleat·.
Day clear and calm; night clear.

Day clear.
Heavy fog and dew at sunrise ; at 9 a. m.,
clear; at 3 p. m., light breeze from W.
Light clouds at sunrise; at 3 p. m., heavy
clouds at N. ,and NE.; night cloudy.
Morning clear; at 12 m., wind from W.; at
2 p. m., strong wind, with rain from W.;
with slight intermission only, continuing
all night.
Wind still strong from W.; clear throughout
the day.
Strong gusty wind from NW.
Clear; light breeze from W.
Preceding night cool and clear; frost in the
low lands; day clear.

l

Cool breeze from N.

Clo1,1ds at sunrise; gusty wind from NW.,
with flying clouds, at 1 p. m.; a little rain
during the night.
Morning calm and cloudy; at 3 p. m., breeze
from NW.
Day clear and calm.
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22
MEAN RESfJLTS.
FOR OCTOBER,

}849.

(Which may be considered as very nearly the mean result for the year.)

Remarks.

No. of observa- Height of ba- Attached ther- Detached thertions.
rometer column.
mometer.
mometer.

83

0

Inches.
29.924

84.3

0
1~

84,8

From 1st to 31st October.
--

FOR NOVEMBER,

}849.
I

No. of obaerva- Height of ba- Attached ther- Detached thertions.
rometer column.
m'lmeter.
mometer.

87

Inches.
29.895

.

0

70.8

Q

70.8

Remarks.

-

(

From let to 30th November.

'
'

I
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I will add a ~ocabulary of the Yuma (or rather Cuchan) language.
Great pains have been taken to render it correct. We endeavored.-and
some of us succeeded to a certain extent-to converse with the Indians in
their native tongue.
In the words of the vocabulary the sounds of the vowels are as follows,
viz:
A, like ah.
E, as in me; and e, as in met; and
like a in fate.
I, as in pine; and t, as in pin . .
O, as in note; and o, as in not.
U, as in flute.
'I'be syllable over which the accent is placed should be very strongly
pronounced.
·
'11he language of the Yuma~ seems wanting in none of the sounds we
have in English, and they pronounce with great ease and distinctness
any English or Spanish word which they hear spoken.

e,

Vocabulary of about two hundred and fifty words in Yuma and English.
English.

Yuma (Cuchan.)

E patch, or e-pah
Seen-yack
0 shurche, or o-so*
Na vere Her-mai~
Meser-hai*
Hail J,)It Loth-mo-cul
N'taie*
Ho -maie*
M-chaie* S'oche~
Arn-yuck*
Mel e-paie*
•
E cout such -e rowo
Oom -whelthe*
0 con o* E etche
E-d6tche.
Ee yu*
Eee -yu-caloque* Smyth'l, ore -simile
E-dotche -ee
Ee yu-sune-ya-o*
E hotche, or ee -h6o
Ee-yu -qua-6fe* A tuc-saho, or ee-a-tuc-sm~he
E pulche, or ee-pailche -

Man.
Woman.
Wife.
Husband.
Boy.
Girl.
Infant.
- Father.
- Mother.
Son.
• Daughter.
- Brother.
Sister.
Indian,
- Head.
Head.
• Hair.
- Hair.
- Face.
Face.
Forehead.
.. Ear.
- Eye.
Eye.
Nose.
- Mouth.
Chin.
Tongue.

,
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VOCABULARY---Continued. ,
Yuma (Cuchan.)

English.

Are-doche
Ya-bo -meh
N'yeth'l Ee seth 'l, or see 'l
Ee-wee
Ee-salche
Ee-salche serap Ee-salche calla-hotche . Ee-matche
Ta-wa coam*
Mee-sith'l
E-metch-slip -a-slap yah
E metch sera p
E mee cas sao~•
A-tan·:.

e

-

Leg.
Foot.
'roes .
Toes.
Back.
Hat.
Heart . •

A-pee-arpe ..
Ee eie* A-wh ut* He paith lao ·

Ee -pah-han
Co hote Von niee•·.
Hon-o -wai
'yet'l .. Matio habee-e'
'ye-valyay
Een-ou

wa ·

Een-ou-mut·
Artim
tee -a 1
yee pah
'yee pah-tah

-

Teeth.
Beard.
Neck.
Arm.
Shoulder.
Hand.
Fingers.
Finger nails.
Body.
Body.

B 1ood.
Town; village.

(

Rich man.

Chief.
Warrior.
Parents.

Friend.

.' ,

'yee-pah e sah be
A-ta-c{ute
'e-rna-r6
E-cal hor ·
Ha-with'l, or ha-weel
Ha-weel-cha-whoot
Ha-qua- si eel
N'hum au-6che A o6be

-

-

Arrow of reed.
Arrow of wood .
-

-

Hatchet.
Knife.
Canoe.
River.
Rio Colorado.
Rio Gila.
Shoes.

-

Sky; heaven.
Sun.
Whiskey.

-

Tobacco.

Am-mai 'yatch Harup Huth'l-ya, or hull-yar
Klup-wa-taie, or hutchar.

Com padre.
House.
House .
Hut.
Bow.
Bow.
Arrow.

fo0n.
Star.
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25
VOCABULARY-Continued.
English.

Yuma (Cuchan.)

No-ma-s'up
•
N'ye-as -~up _
N'yal-a so-arpe
Met n'yum
N'yat-col-see
Esta-no-sup
N 'yat-an -n 'aee Pue n'a-pin
Oo cher O-mo caahe-pue
Ha-ti-61 N'y~ -pin - ·
Met har Met har co-no
t,.
N'ya-col-see .
Way-mah-coutche
Muh hee . H_a -lup N'awo-cope
A a -wo A-ha
Sho-kine O-mut
A ha-t'hlow-o
Hasha-cut
Ha-mut-ma-tarre ·
Wee qua-taie, or ha be~ ..
Ha-mut-ma tarre-quel-marm
O-wee
E-sith'l N'yer-ma-ro
Reesh
E ee, or e-eetch
Ee eetch-a-berr beerrch Ta-s6u o Huts
Hoo-wee A-her-mah
Es-patch Sor meh Sah-with'l
A-chee Ham-arlk
Quim ele, or n'yeelk
A--cha-whut
Ha-woo-surche -

Ex.-3

Day.

•
-

"•

-

Night.
Midnight.
Light.
Darkness.
Morning.
Evening.
Noon.
Spring.
Summer.
Autumn.
Winter.
Wind.
Thttnder.
Lightning.
Breech-cloth.
Rain .
Snow.
Hail.
Fire.
Water.

Ice.
...
•
-

-

-

-

Land.
Sea.
Lake.
Valley.
Hill, or mountain.
Island.
Stone.
Salt.
Iron.
Tree.
Wood.
Leaf.
Meat.
Hcrse.

Dog.
Bird.
Eagle.
Eagle's feather ..
Feathers.
Fish.
White.
Black.
Re~.
Blue.

26
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Y.OCABULARY-Gontinued.
English.

Yuma (Cuchan.)

At-so-woo-surche
A-quesque
O-teieque
O-noc-oque
A-hote-kah, or a -hotk
Ha-loolk E-hane, or e-han-ac
Ee-pah Huts-ule Ep-eelk ~

- · Green (same as blue.)
- Yellow.
Great.
Small.
Good.
- -Bad.
Handsome-..
Ugly.
Cold_.
Warm.

N'yat

I.

Mautz
Ha-buitzk
Co-bar-ro, or co-barque· Ah-ah, or oh
E-pailque
Queel-y6h
'ren-igh Qual. a-yoq ue
Sin, or asi-entie
Ha-wick, or ha .vick
Ha-mook

Thou.
He.

-

One-.
- ' 'I'wo.
Three.
Four.
Five.
Six.
Seven ..
Eight ..
Nine.

Cha p6p •
e-rap
um-hook
Path-ca ye
hip-hook
Hum-ha-mook
ah-hook
As-a-o, or atch-a-mam
A- ee, or ha-sue Co-no
A-heese, or chee-muc

Et-sims N'yats hes-sailk Atch-ar-see-varch

No.
· Yes.
Much.
To -day.
Yesterday~To -morro v.r...

*Ten .
To eat.
To drink:...

•

A-see-mah

A-ee-p6ve

'1,.o run.
To dance..
To wash·.
I wish.
To sing.
'I1o sleep.
'Po be sleepy
To speak.
To see.
To love.

Quer-qner, or atch-ak-querk
O-ook
O-moo-han

-

Au-u-suc -

-

To kill.
To sit.

-

To stand ...

Au-nuc A-bouck -

• In counting above ten, they have no new term a; but combinations of the decade ara

r
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VOCABULARY-Continued.
English.

Yuma (Cuchan.)

N'yee moom, or at-co ber-quie
Que-dique, (kerdeek,) or n'yue a yue
A-woo-noorch
A-woo serche" or n'you-a-nuck
A-hote'k A-ah-o.che
N'yo pike
Ho-wo-d6wk
Es me-deek
E-pailque n'ya-mook
Chi-met-a-qfos Che met-a-h:in Che met-on ya Che-met-toh
Nee-ca-chain
Ass-ee poo
Ac -corque
A-hotek-a ban ac
Ha lulk a han -ac Chim-in-yeich
-,
N 'yeem-cot a bar-fah
Ha-bee-coha
Ha bee-co-a-chis Ha-bee-to-cue
Ha-bee-co-la-la
Que-you-so-wiu -a
At-co-ber-quie-n'ye
Val yay ye-moom
Mel-ee-keet-a
l\fanurke Ac-court ,.;
Ac -court-n'ya-inoom
.
Ah-ho-mah, or marrico tah

-

-

-

To go.
To come.
To desire.
Very bad.
Good.
A light.
I have none.,
You have some .
Who knows.
Very great.
Muskmelon.
Good melon.
\V aterrnelon, zandia.
Watermelon, or zandias.
Cigar.
To smoke.
Far off.
Very good.
Very bad .
Scissors.
River's bank.
Emory's hill.
Pyramid hill.
Capitol dome hill.
Pilot knob.
Pilot range.

} I am going home.

Chimney rock.
Paper.
Shortly.
I go shortly.
Beans (small, with black
spots.)
Qui-yay-vay-may-deek? - How do you do?
Me-cham-pou-ee-ka
I am hungry.
Ee-yah (ee-yahts, plural)
- Mezquite long bean.
E-eesse - Mezquite screw bean.
Me-tue-a-deek
I am going above.
Seen-yae-n'ye-hanac
- 1 1 he woman is handsome.
Ee-pah-n'ya-a-nuc
- The man is ugly.
At-co-berquie-n'ye valyay-me-moom-ah-} It is well that I am going
trole'k home.
N'ya-hap
- California.
N'ya-hap me-ye-moom - I am going to California.
Cobarrque
- He is not here.

I
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VO OABULARY-Oon tin tted.
Yuma ( Cuchan.)

Mas-tam-hove
Coo-coo-mah-at En-caique
O-oobe-en--caique
Su-cool Mez queeno
Marique (mareek)
'rer-ditch
N'yo -pike
No-py-am?
Her-c6h Pain-gote -sah
Ae-o-taie Pook
Que-dique (ker deek)
N'-ye-moom

English.

Devil.
God.
Give me.
Give me tobacco.
Beads.
Stingy.
White beans.
l\'Iaize.
I have none.
Have you none?
Mexicans.
Americans.
Grass seed.
- ,Beads made of small pieces
of sea shells with holes in
centre and strung.
Come here.
I am going.

The words marked with an asterisk (11) were learned from Pablo; some of them were found
to be of his native tongue-Comoyee-and probably nearly all are. Those not marked have
been tested by a reference to the native Cuchans. The phrase:;: given were in daily use among
us, and were well underatood to convey the meaning given.

